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Abstract. In this paper, we proposed a facial expression recognition method
based on the elastic graph matching (EGM) approach.The EGM approach is
widely considered very effective due to it’s robustness against face position and
lighting variations. Among all the feature extraction methods which have been
used with the EGM, we choose Gabor wavelet transform according to its good
performance. In order to effectively represent the facial expression information,
we choose the fiducial points from the local areas where the distortion caused
by expression is obvious. The better performance of the proposed method is
confirmed by the JAFFE facial expression database, compared to the some
previous works. We can achieve the average expression recognition rate as high
as 93.4%. Moreover, we can get face recognition result simultaneously in our
experiment.

1 Introduction
Facial expression plays an important role in our daily face-to-face communication.
Research on facial expression has already had a long history in the psychological
field. In 1971, the famous psychologist Ekman defined six basic expressions: anger,
disgust, fear, happy, sad and surprise [1]. This classification method is universal to
ages, sex and race, therefore had been widely used in most of the facial expression
related works. After 1980s, as the computer technology develops, facial expression
analyse becomes more and more popular in pattern recognition and artificial
intelligence field [2]. Many techniques are applied to facial expression recognition in
recent years, for example: principal component analysis (PCA) [7],[10], Gabor
wavelets [10],[17], neural network [8], Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [12], Point
Distribute Model (PDM)[9], optical flow [11],[13], facial action coding system
(FACS) [14], and so on. In this paper, we will propose a facial expression recognition
method based on the elastic graph matching (EGM) approach.
The EGM method was first proposed by Lades et al. [3] and applied to face
recognition. The original elastic graph is a rectangular lattice. Gabor wavelet
transform is used for feature extraction. Based on the work of Lades et al, Wiskott [4]
extracted more than one feature vectors on one fiducial point and called it elastic
bunch graph (EBG). It is a net with fiducial points selected more wisely from the face
image. Faces with large rotation angle and different size are also taken into

consideration. In order to avoid the computational cost caused by the Gabor wavelet
transform, Constantine [20] and Kun Ma [19] use morphological feature vectors and
discrete wavelet graph to do the elastic graph matching. But they can’t get
performance as good as the Gabor wavelet. The EGM method with Gabor wavelet
features is widely considered very effective due to it’s robustness against face
position and lighting variations. That is because both the algorithm and the Gabor
kernel have some endurance to translation, distortion, rotation, and scaling.
In consideration of the particularity of facial expression recognition task, the
fiducial points (nodes of the elastic graph) are defined wisely in our approach. They
are put in the local areas where the information of expression is rich. Experiment is
designed on the standard facial expression database JAFFE. At the same time of
expression recognition, we can get person recognition result simultaneously in our
experiment.

2 Gabor Feature Extraction

2.1 Gabor kernels
The two-dimension Gabor wavelet kernels have the characteristics similar to the
mammalian cortical simple cells [5]. They have been found particularly suitable for
extracting the local features, therefore are used widely for image analysis. The Gabor
kernels take the form of a plane wave restricted by a Gaussian envelop function [3]:
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where x refers to the location of a given pixel x = (i, j); σ is a parameter which
controls the width of the Gaussian ( σ = 2π in our experiment). The second exponent
in the bracket makes the kernel DC-free, so they are robust against average brightness
changes. The Gabor kernels are used at five frequencies index v=0,…,4, and eight
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2.2 Wavelet transform
A wavelet transform is defined as a convolution of an image with the Gabor kernels:
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In order to accelerate the computation, we can complete the convolution by the
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT):

G
G
G
C ( x ) = F −1 {F {ψ ( x )}F {I ( x )}}

(4)

Where F and F −1 refers to FFT and IFFT, respectively. The convolution result is
called wavelet transform coefficients [4].
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Fig. 1. (a) original image (b) The real part of Gabor kernels at v=2, u=2 (c),(d) the real part and
the magnitude of wavelet transform coefficients (e) The real part of Gabor kernels at v=4, u=6
(f),(g) the real part and the magnitude of wavelet transform coefficients

From Fig.1, we can see that the wavelet transform coefficients are relatively small
if the grey value in the image changes gently. When the kernel meets the edges in the
image, the real part (and the imaginary part) of the coefficient oscillates (with
frequency decided by μ ), the magnitude grows. The response is especially strong if the
direction of the edge and the kernel is identical. If the fiducial points are defined
along edges, the real part changes remarkably even within several pixels, however,
the magnitude provide a smooth peak [3]. So the magnitude of Gabor wavelet transform
coefficients will be used for feature representation.
2.3 Feature extraction
G
Applying the convolution with all possible k , we obtain 40 complex coefficients at
G
one image pixel x . A vector is set up with the magnitude of these coefficients and is
called a jet (5). A set of jets taken from the same fiducial point in different images is
called a bunch.
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J = {abs {C i ( x 0 )}}， i = 1,..., 40

(5)

Distortions caused by facial expressions always occur on some specific areas, e.g.
the eyebrow, the upper and lower eyelid, the mouth, the cheek, the chin and the area
around the nose. In order to extract features effectively, we define fiducial points at
these specific areas (Fig2 (a)), but ignore the forehead, the hair and the face profile
[4]. With this development, we can get better performance with less fiducial points,
therefore accelerates the matching process.
Some points are connected together to form some metric structure (Fig2 (b)). After
extracting one jet at each point, an elastic graph is generated. When matching, the sub

graphs (eye model, nose model, mouth model et. al) are allowed to move respectively.
If we extract one bunch at each fiducial point, an EBG can be set up (Fig2 (c)).

Fig. 2. (a) fiducial points

(b) an elastic graph

(c) a part of EBG

3 Elastic Graph Matching
As the elastic graph is already generated, we will design a coarse-to-fine process,
which guides the elastic graph to match the face. The matching process will be
controlled by some similarity functions which are related to the jets and the metric
structure.
3.1 The similarity function
The similarity function between two jets is defined
G G as:
G G
< J, J′ >
(6)
G
S ( J , J ′) = G
|| J || ⋅ || J ′ ||
Suppose that G and G’ are two elastic graphs, each has N fiducial points. The jets
similarity is defined as follows:
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J i and J i ′ refers to a jet extracted from the i th fiducial point in G and G’,
respectively. The value of
graphs are, the closer

S j is between -1 and 1. More similar the two model

S j is to 1.

The metric structure similarity is defined as:
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(9)
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E is the total number of edges in the elastic graph. ei and ei represents the i th
G
G
edge in G and G’, respectively. d i and d i′ refer to the length of ei and ei . The value
of S e is positive. The greater the difference between two elastic graphs is, the greater
Se =

the value is. We define a parameter λ to determine the relative weight of jets and
metric structure. It should be negative. Then there comes the total similarity function:

Stotal = S j + λ Se

(10)

3.2 The Matching Process

The elastic graph matching will be completed from coarse to fine. The matching
procedure we designed has the following three stages:
Stage 1: We use the model graph as a whole, which means that the relative
positions of fiducial points are not allowed to change. Only S j is used to calculate
the similarity. The elastic graph goes through the whole test image with a step of 8
pixels, searching for a position which has the maximum S j , then searches in a 9×9
square area around the position with a step of 2 pixels and find the best fitting
position again. At the end of this stage, the elastic graph is approximately put on the
face.
Stage 2: We match the sub graphs separately. For each sub model, check the ±1,
±2,±3 position in the x and y dimensions, respectively. At each position, try three
different size and ±5°rotation. In order to prevent the sub graphs from departing too
far away from their original positions and maintain the general shape of the elastic
graph, the metric structure is also taken into consideration. Therefore, S total is used to
measure the similarity. After this stage, the elastic graph has already matched the
face, but still need some refined adjustment.
Stage 3: In order to further enhance the matching precision, each fiducial point
moves in a 3×3 square area, scanning for a better fitting position. S total is still used
to control the displacements. Some matching results are shown in Fig3.

Fig. 3. Some matching results

4 Experiments and Results
The JAFFE database [6] contains 213 images of Japanese women. There are 10
people in the database; each person has 7 expressions (6 basic expressions and neutral
face). The image size is 256×256. The faces are all frontal but the illumination
intensity is not the same.

The training process has two tasks: 1) Use all the neutral faces to generate an
average elastic graph. It will be used for matching a test image. 2) For each
expression, use 1/3 training images to generate an EBG. The remaining 2/3 images
will be used for testing.
When a test image is input, we firstly use the average elastic graph to do the
matching (the process is described in 3.2). When the elastic graph has matched the
face precisely, we calculate its graph similarity with the 6 EBGs. The graph similarity
function is defined as (11). It is an average of M Stotal in one EBG. The expression
(EBG) with the maximum similarity is identified to be the recognition result.
Therefore, a test image is recognized correctly if the EGB of the correct expression
yields the highest graph similarity.
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We can also identify the person in the test image to be the one with the maximum
Stotal in the best matching EBG. In this way, we realize the expression recognition
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and the person recognition simultaneously.
We use the cross-validation technique [21] to yield an average recognition rate (the
same experiment procedure was repeated three times). The results are shown in
Table1-3. According to the results, we can see that the recognition rate of ‘Surprise’
and ‘Happy’ is high, that is because these expressions cause obvious distortion on the
face. The muscle movement of the other four expressions is relatively week, therefore
they are harder to recognize. We also notice that the person with distinct expression is
easy to recognize.
Table 1. Expression average recognition results

Expression
Number of test images
Correct recognition
Recognition rate
Average recognition rate

Anger
20
18
90.0%

Disgust
19
16
84.2%

Fear Happy
22
21
20
21
90.9% 100%
93.4%

Sad
21
20
95.2%

Surprise
20
20
100.0%

Table 2. Person average recognition results
person
Test images number
Correct number

1
14
12

2
3
4
5
6
7
13
13
11
12
12
11
13
13
10
10
11
10
Average correct recognition rate: 91.1%

8
12
11

9
12
10

10
13
12

Table 3. total results

Total number
of test images
123

Expression √
Person √
109

Expression ×
Person ×
5

Expression ×
Person √
3

Expression √
Person ×
6

Table 4. Comparison with previous work

Method

Training
Test image Recognition
image ratio
ratio
rate
LBP+Coarse-to-Fine classification in[15]
8/9
1/9
77%
HLAC+ Fisher weight maps in [16]
8/9
1/9
69.4%
Wavelet +PCA+LDA in [17]
8/9
1/9
75%
9/10
1/10
92%
Multi-Layer Perceptron in [18]
9/10
1/10
90.1%
Our elastic graph matching method
1/3
2/3
93.4%
We compare our work to some previous work with different methods on the same
database. Though the numbers of training images are different, all these recognition
results are gained with the cross- validation technique. So they are still comparable.
The result (Table 4) shows that the proposed approach achieve higher recognition rate
with fewer test images.

5 Conclusion and Future work
We proposed a facial expression recognition approach based on the elastic graph
matching method. Experiment on the JAFFE database shows the performance of our
approach. The average recognition rate is 93.4%, which is higher than previous work
on the same database. The highest single expression recognition rate reaches 100%.
In the future, we need more studies to test the performance of our approach on
images with more challenging variations, such as side lighting, profile faces and
glasses. We will try other feature extraction method in aim of accelerate the matching
process. If the facial expression recognition technology can be combined with
psychology judgement, the performance will be essentially improved to reach the
practical applying level.
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